Vivid visual imagery brings this classic legend to life. Told simply, in language even the youngest family members will understand, the story begins with three young trees who dream - as children do - of doing big deeds.

When the woodcutters come, the trees each find that the reality of their existence doesn't match their dreams... and yet... This touching story contains a simple lesson about God's Plan for every life, told in a way that will touch hearts.

A beautifully animated video anchors this trio of products for the whole family.

My Personal Review:
This is such a beautiful story. I originally found the larger book and was thrilled to also find a board book for smaller children. I help teach a 2-year-old Sunday School class and I gave each of them a copy of this book for Christmas.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The Legend Of The Three Trees - Picture Book by Catherine McCafferty - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!